
IN CASE YOU MISSED IT

Volta Debuts America’s First and 
Only Free DC Fast Charging 
Service for Electric Vehicles

Virgo Operating Partner, 
Flemming Bjoernslev, Presented 

at Pittsburgh Chemical Day

Superfly Partners with Two Bit 
Circus to Launch Music & Tech 

Event Series: SuperBit

FOCUS ON MEDIA

Virgo is investing in media with a deeply thematic
process and a focus on market leading platforms. We
believe success requires a high-quality brand that
resonates with consumers, and great management
teams that can use people, process and technology to
accelerate their businesses. Virgo’s investments in
Combustion Music, Superfly and Bitcentral reflect many
of these sentiments and we are actively searching for
other opportunities in music distribution and marketing,
casual gaming, and high-affinity, identity-driven content
platforms.

READ MORE +

THE
MONTHLYHARVEST

THE
EXECUTIVESPOTLIGHT

JULY 2019

MEDIA THOUGHTS FROM OUR TEAM

Ygrene surpasses 28,000
projects, totaling over $631
million, in southern Florida alone,
helping improve hurricane
resiliency, increase energy
efficiency, and provide renewable
energy to homes and businesses.

Robert Meade, CCO of Zephyrus,
was named to Airline Economics
40 Under 40 in the Commercial
Aviation industry, a recognition of
his accomplishments and impact
in the commercial aviation
trading and leasing industry.

“The media landscape is undergoing significant disruption fueled by technology
rearranging the status quo. Technology has created new markets, reduced
production costs, removed barriers to distribution, and enabled different
marketing strategies. This in turn has allowed businesses to embrace new
business models, offer better customer experiences and provided more value.
Virgo’s thematic approach allows us to identify these areas of disruption early on
and build relationships with leading businesses and management teams in the
space. Once we find alignment of vision, we can bring our financial and
operational resources to the partnership to help businesses take advantage of
the tremendous opportunities ahead of them.”

“The media industry is really an attention business. Consumers give their
attention to content and experiences, and companies monetize that attention
through a number of different business models. There are only so many hours in a
day which makes attention a scarce asset. At Virgo, we believe that high quality
content and excellent customer experiences are key differentiators that will
consistently capture an outsized share of attention. We seek to partner with
companies that have a unique understanding of the consumer and can monetize
their attention in a repeatable and scalable manner.”

BRIAN WADE
Vice President

SCOTT GUTHRIE
Managing Director 

READ FULL INTERVIEW +

JARED LEVY
Connect Homes Co-Founder

NOTEWORTHY PORTFOLIO COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES

LEGAL DISCLAIMER +

OCTOBER 2019

Combustion Music put out
double #1 songs with “I Don’t
Know About You” from Chris
Lane, co-written by Jameson
Rodgers, and “Nobody” from
Casting Crowns, featuring and
written by Matthew West.

Jared Levy, an award winning architect, quickly learned that the
conventional homebuilding process was archaic and outdated,
leading to endless waste and inefficacies for the architect,
contractor, and home owner. He decided to set out and find a
better way to build homes. Connect Homes is a leader in the
prefab home building space. They design and build green,
modern, smart homes in a fraction of the time, and cost, ofmodern, smart homes in a fraction of the time and cost
of traditional stick build homes. We sat down with Jared
to learn more about his vision of brining the nextto learn more about his vision of brining the next
generation of housing to neighborhoods
across America.
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